
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Logivations moves to its new corporate heaquarters 
directly at the Olympiapark in Munich 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

AI lab, customer events and expert seminars in the ideal surroundings 

Logivations moves to its new corporate heaquarters 

directly at the “Olympiapark” in Munich 

Munich, 29 May 2019 – Logivations GmbH, international consulting and technology 

company moved to its new headquarters on the top floor of “88 North” office complex at 

Munich “Olympiapark” in April 2019.  

With the opening of the new office, Logivations reacted to the continued strong growth and 

offered its employees more office and research space with state-of-the-art equipment in a 

pleasant atmosphere. The new office in “88 North” in Riesstrasse is centrally located at one 

of the hotspots of the new professional world in Munich and fulfills all the requirements for an 

attractive working environment with its trend-setting infrastructure. Moreover, it is also one of 

the most famous flagships of the modern architecture in Munich’s inner city, directly between 

the landmarks Olympiapark and o2 tower. The transport connection is perfect as well: the 

main railway station can be reached in less than 10 minutes by subway and the airport in 25 

minutes by car.  

In its own innovation center, Logivations further develops pioneering technologies as e.g. AI 

guided AGVs and helps companies in modernizing their logistics. Extensive test areas allow 

the usage of camera-based live tracking and exact navigation with millimeter precision. 

Logivations also gives customers and prospects insight into the AI lab. 

Note: For the first time, the popular specialist seminar series “Challenges and chances of 

warehouse logistics 2022+” from 19 – 20 September will take place in the prominent “Design 

Offices” of 88 North. The participants will experience the latest technology trends for design 

and optimization of distribution centers based on practical examples in the modern seminar 

rooms. 

With its software solution W2MO, Logivations offers a globally unique functional spectrum 

and integration, from supply chain engineering, intelligent optimization algorithms, 

identification and live tracking of real product movements up to operational control of AI 

guided AGVs. 

 

www.logivations.com 
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https://www.logivations.com/en/index.php
https://www.logivations.com/en/company/standorte.php
https://www.logivations.com/en/solutions/agv/camera_agv.php
https://www.logivations.com/en/solutions/agv/camera_agv.php
https://www.logivations.com/de/pdf/Agenda_Fachseminar_Lagerlogistik2022.pdf
https://www.logivations.com/de/pdf/Agenda_Fachseminar_Lagerlogistik2022.pdf
https://www.logivations.com/en/solutions.php
http://www.logivations.com/
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directly at the Olympiapark in Munich 

About Logivations 
Logivations is an international consulting and technology provider with headquarters in 
Munich. The company develops innovative solutions based on advanced AI, optimization and 
web technologies as well as “Deep Machine Learning” for the holistic planning and 
optimization of all logistics aspects under the motto “Design by efficiency”. Our software 
solution W2MO is globally leading in the design, 3D- and VR simulation, optimization, 
evaluation of supply chain processes, warehouse and production logistics. Already more 
than 30.000 professional users worldwide use W2MO directly from the cloud or locally 
installed. W2MO has been nominated several times by committees of experts, inter alia as 
the “Best Product” at LogiMAT 2011, 2013 by Gartner Inc., the US analyst, as “Cool Vendors 
in Supply Chain Management Applications” and in November 2016, Volkswagen awarded 
Logivations as “Top Innovator” for logistics innovations. 
www.logivations.com 
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Picture 1: New Logivations´ headquarters in 88 North at the Olympiapark          Source Logivations 

 

 

 

Further Information + Visual Material: 

Richard Brüchle 

Logivations GmbH 

Riesstrasse 16 

80992 Munich 

Tel.: +49 89 2190 975 – 0 
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